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Abstract: To obtain an effective data mining method for cable-stayed bridge damage diagnosis, the
algorithm of the cable-stayed bridge damage diagnosis model based on data mining was studied, and
a data mining method is proposed. This method is oriented to the damage diagnosis of cable-stayed
bridges. After algorithm comparison, the support vector machine (SVM) and limit gradient-boosting
(XGBoost) algorithms, with advantages in damage location and quantification, are combined and
optimized to obtain the damage diagnosis model for cable-stayed bridges. First, a refined benchmark
finite element model is established by Abaqus, and postprocessing data such as vibration frequency
and modal curvature are used as a data mining dataset. Second, feature se-lection is conducted, and
the damage-sensitive modal curvature change rate index is selected as the feature of data mining.
Next, the SVM and XGBoost algorithms are optimized by grid and random search, and the optimized
SVM and XGBoost algorithms are used to locate and quantify the damage. Finally, the damage
diagnosis model for cable-stayed bridges is obtained. Taking a cable-stayed bridge as an example,
the proposed method is applied and analyzed, and the results show the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

Keywords: damage diagnosis of cable-stayed bridges; damage diagnosis model; data mining; python;
support vector machine; XGBoost

1. Introduction

Cable-stayed bridges will inevitably be damaged due to the influence of environmen-
tal factors in their use process. It is of great significance to use health monitoring systems
to diagnose the health status of cable-stayed bridges [1]. These systems will collect the
dynamic response data of cable-stayed bridges in the monitoring process. How to make full
use of and mine the structural information contained in these data and then diagnose the
damage to cable-stayed bridges has become a research hotspot [2]. Data mining can com-
prehensively use the ideas of statistics, machine learning algorithms, pattern recognition
and modelling technology, and has the characteristics of strong computing power, highly
automated analysis and mining of the hidden relationships between data [3–5]. Therefore,
to fully understand the structural state of cable-stayed bridges and identify possible dam-
age so that the monitoring staff can formulate correct and effective maintenance strategies
first time and reduce casualties and property losses, it is of great significance to carry out
research on the algorithm of the damage diagnosis model for cable-stayed bridges based
on data mining.
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At present, among data mining algorithms, the support vector machine (SVM) algo-
rithm has excellent ability to solve the problem of small samples, nonlinear dataset classifica-
tion [6]. The XGBoost algorithm has the characteristics of high operation efficiency and high
accuracy [7] and is favored by experts and scholars. For example, Zhao Yunpeng et al. [8]
took the modal flexibility difference curvature as the damage identification index to achieve
damage identification for specially shaped bridges. Zhang Jianqun et al. [9] proposed
the fault diagnosis method, combining the optimized support vector data description
(SVDD) and support vector machine (SVM) to realize fault diagnosis of rotating machinery.
Pinghe et al. [10] obtained the damage location of continuous beam bridges through the
SVM algorithm based on the advantage that modal curvature is sensitive to local damage
and the normalized curvature difference change rate as an indicator. Liu Zejia et al. [11]
used the dynamic and static responses of the structure to form SRV as the input vector
and the SVM algorithm to carry out damage diagnosis. Wang Guilan et al. [12] used
the XGBoost algorithm to predict fan main bearing failure. Li Ya et al. [13] achieved the
evaluation of tool wear under multiple working conditions. Huang Xiaogou et al. [14]
used the XGBoost algorithm to obtain damage identification for long-span bridge girders.
Ling Dan et al. [15] proposed the fault detection and identification method for the furnace
negative pressure system based on canonical variable analysis (CVA) and XGBoost, which
used CVA to reduce the data redundancy and construct regular residuals, and used the
constructed typical residual variables to construct the fault monitoring model based on
XGBoost. The damage diagnosis of cable-stayed bridges can be divided into two steps:
damage location and damage quantification. Fu Chunyu et al. [16] used two different SVM
algorithms to locate and quantify damage and successfully applied them to the damage
diagnosis of a continuous beam bridge.

The literature shows that the problems of damage location and quantification can be
attributed to classification and regression problems, respectively, in machine learning. The
XGBoost and SVM algorithms both have classification and regression models. The SVM
algorithm is a supervised machine learning algorithm that can perform classification and
regression analysis. It has great advantages in solving problems when the sample set is
small [6]. The biggest advantage of the SVM algorithm in solving classification problems
is to construct the decision boundary with the largest spacing in high-dimensional space
to improve its ability to solve problems with small samples and nonlinear datasets. The
XGBoost algorithm adopts a gradient lifting strategy for regression analysis. Each iteration
fits the residual of the previous tree rather than the approximate value of the residual,
so its accuracy is high. The disadvantage of the SVM algorithm is that the precision of
regression analysis is lower than that of the XGBoost algorithm, and the disadvantage of
the XGBoost algorithm is that the running time of classification analysis is longer than that
of the SVM algorithm.

In view of the above characteristics of the SVM and XGBoost algorithms, if the two
algorithms are combined, first using the classification analysis of the SVM algorithm
to locate the damage to cable-stayed bridges and then using the XGBoost algorithm to
quantify the damage, the advantages of the two algorithms can be brought into full play,
and the efficiency of damage diagnosis can be improved. However, at present, the damage
diagnosis of bridges mostly uses a class of machine learning algorithms. There is no method
of damage diagnosis for cable-stayed bridges combining these two algorithms to give full
play to their advantages and compensate for their shortcomings.

For this reason, this paper proposes a data mining damage diagnosis method based
on the combination and optimization of SVM and XGBoost for the damage diagnosis of
cable-stayed bridges. This method obtains the data mining dataset by processing the data
of the finite element simulation model, selects grid and random search to optimize the two
algorithms of SVM and XGBoost, mines the dataset with the optimized two algorithms,
obtains the damage diagnosis model of the cable-stayed bridge, and applies and verifies
the proposed method in combination with the cable-stayed bridge example and the actual
cable-stayed bridge data.
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2. Data Mining Algorithm for Damage Diagnosis of Cable-Stayed Bridges

Data mining includes machine learning algorithms, modelling technology, pattern
recognition, and other ideas in many fields. Damage diagnosis of cable-stayed bridges is a
pattern recognition problem [17]. Damage diagnosis of cable-stayed bridges based on data
mining is a process of deducing the cause from the result. During damage diagnosis, a ma-
chine learning algorithm is used to learn the known damage dataset, automatically find and
extract the rules between the input and output of the dataset, and build a damage diagnosis
model according to the extracted rules, which can predict some unknown datasets.

2.1. Damage Location Using the SVM Algorithm

When using the SVM algorithm to locate damage, suppose that the dataset of the
cable-stayed bridge is X = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xi|yi), (I = 1,2,30 . . . m), where xi is the ith input
vector, yi is the damage location identification quantity, and m represents the number of
input samples. The SVM algorithm classifies the points in the samples by constructing a
separation line, which is the separation hyperplane in high-dimensional space.

The closest point to the separator in the dataset is A, and the distance from A to the
separator is d. SVM finds a separator hyperplane and maximizes d. The general vector
formula for separating hyperplanes in high-dimensional space is wT A + b = 0, and the
distance from a point to the separating hyperplane is:

d =

∣∣wT A + b
∣∣

||w|| (1)

where w represents the weight vector; ||w|| is the regularization norm of vector w; and b is
the threshold value.

The high-dimensional space equation passing through point A is wT A + b = 1, then
d = 1

||w|| . At the same time, the separating hyperplane must meet certain constraints:

y(i) f xi = yiwTxi + b ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, 3 . . . ..m (2)

where y (i) represents the category of the input sample.
Solving the SVM algorithm obtains the maximum value of 1

||w|| under the constraint
conditions. In the damage location of cable-stayed bridges, the dataset X is divided into
two categories by separating the hyperplane: one is the damaged location, and the other is
the undamaged location.

2.2. Damage Quantification Using the XGBoost Algorithm

When using the XGBoost algorithm to quantify damage, there are m training data
{(x1, y1), (x2, y2) . . . (xm, ym)}, the XGBoost algorithm has k trees { f1, f2, . . . , fk} ∈ F ∈ F,
where xm is the m-th input vector, ym is the quantitative identification quantity of the m-th
damage, fk is a function in function space F, and F is a set of all possible regression trees.
The XGBoost algorithm trains a single regression tree to obtain the residual between the
predicted value and the actual value and then continuously adds a regression tree for
iterative fitting. The regression tree model generated by each iteration fits the predicted
residual of the previous tree. This process is repeated to continuously reduce the residual of
the previous model and build a damage quantitative model that is close to the complexity
of the data. The learning process of the XGBoost algorithm for the damage diagnosis
dataset is as follows:

y(0)h = 0

y(1)h = f1(xh) = y(0)h + f1(xh)

y(t)h = f1(xh) + f2(xh) + f3(xh) + . . . + ft(xh) = y(t−1)
h + ft(xh) (3)
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where y(t)h is the predicted value of the th damage sample after iteration t, t is the number of
iteration steps, xh is the h-th sample, and ft(xh) is the result value of the t-th weak learner.
When the XGBoost algorithm is used to quantify the damage, the damage diagnosis dataset
of cable-stayed bridges is fitted by Equation (3). The damage degree is the result of the
superposition of each tree.

3. Performance Optimization of Data Mining Algorithms
3.1. The Optimization Method

The grid search method (GSM) [18] and randomized search method (RSM) [19] mainly
use their automatic search capabilities to optimize the superparameter combination of the
SVM and XGBoost algorithms. The optimization principles of the two search algorithms
are as follows: GSM divides the search area into grids, combines the superparameters
according to the grid division, traverses all the superparameter combinations, and outputs
the optimal parameter combination selected by grid search after the completion of the
traversal; RSM conducts equal-probability random sampling combination within the range
of values. The number of samples is determined by the number of seeds (n_iter), and
then the selected parameter combination is trial-calculated. After the trial calculation is
completed, the optimal parameter combination selected by random search is outputted.

3.2. The Optimization Implementation

When using GMS and RSM to optimize the data mining algorithm, first, because
the XGBoost and SVM algorithms have many superparameters, all optimizations will
increase the computer memory challenges and greatly increase the optimization time. For
the XGBoost algorithm, the following four main parameters are selected for optimization:
the number of trees (n_estimators), the maximum depth of the tree (max_depth), the
minimum leaf node sample weight (min_child_weight) and the step size (learning_rate).
For the SVM algorithm, the following three main parameters are selected for optimization:
penalty coefficient (C), kernel function parameter (gamma), and damage function (epsilon).
Second, the value range of the selected superparameter is determined according to its
own characteristics. Next, the instantiation model of the SVM and XGBoost algorithms is
established, and the selected superparameter combination is applied to the instantiation
model using the search algorithm for trial calculation. After the trial calculation, the best
superparameter combination is selected according to the output results of the model and
the optimization time. Finally, the selected superparameter combination is brought into the
algorithm. The algorithm optimization process is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of model optimization.

4. Attainment and Application of the Damage Diagnosis Model
4.1. Implementation Process for the Damage Diagnosis Model

The attainment process for the damage diagnosis model of cable-stayed bridges is
as follows:

(1) Establish a basic finite element model of cable-stayed bridges for dynamic analysis,
collect vibration response signals such as vibration frequency and modal displacement,
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and process the vibration signals to obtain frequency change rate and modal curvature
change rate indicators;

(2) Because each index has a different sensitivity to damage, there are some indices
that are not sensitive to local damage. The index of the modal curvature change rate that is
sensitive to damage is selected as the feature of data mining and is made into a dataset and
divided into a test set and training set;

(3) The change rate of the modal curvature and the health state of the bridge struc-
ture are taken as the input and output of the SVM algorithm, respectively. The flow in
Figure 1 is used to improve the performance of the SVM algorithm. The optimized SVM
algorithm determines the rule between input and output by solving the training set with
Equations (1) and (2). According to this rule, a support vector machine classification (SVC)
model is established, and the damage location is determined using this model.

(4) In damage quantification, the change rate of the modal curvature and the damage
degree of the bridge structure are taken as the input and output of the XGBoost algorithm.
The flow chart in Figure 1 is used to improve the performance of the XGBoost algorithm.
The optimized XGBoost algorithm uses Equation (3) to fit the training set to determine
the rule between input and output. According to this rule, an XGBRegressor model is
established and used to determine the degree of damage.

(5) The damage diagnosis model of cable-stayed bridges is established by combining
the models trained in steps 3–4.

The implementation process of the damage diagnosis model of cable-stayed bridges is
shown in Figure 2, and the codes limited to space are as follows:

Attainment of the damage diagnosis model of cable-stayed bridges is as follows:
(1) Establish a basic finite element model of cable-stayed bridges for dynamic analysis,

collect vibration response signals such as vibration frequency and modal displacement,
and process the vibration signals to obtain frequency change rate and modal curvature
change rate indicators;

(2) Because each index has different sensitivity to damage, there are some indices that
are not sensitive to local damage. The index of the modal curvature change rate that is
sensitive to damage is selected as the feature of data mining and made into a dataset and
divided into a test set and training set;

(3) The change rate of the modal curvature and the health state of the bridge structure
are taken as the input and output of the SVM algorithm, respectively. The flow chart in
Figure 1 is used to improve the performance of the SVM algorithm. The optimized SVM
algorithm determines the rule between input and output by solving the training set with
Equations (1) and (2). According to this rule, a support vector machine classification (SVC)
model is established, and the damage location is determined using this model.

(4) In damage quantification, the change rate of the modal curvature and the damage
degree of the bridge structure are taken as the input and output of the XGBoost algorithm.
The flow chart in Figure 1 is used to improve the performance of the XGBoost algorithm.
The optimized XGBoost algorithm uses Equation (3) to fit the training set to determine
the rule between input and output. According to this rule, an XGBRegressor model is
established and used to determine the degree of damage.

(5) The damage diagnosis model of cable-stayed bridges is established by combining
the models trained in steps 3–4.

The implementation process of the damage diagnosis model of cable-stayed bridges is
shown in Figure 2.
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4.2. Use of Damage Diagnosis Models

The use process of the damage diagnosis model of cable-stayed bridges is as follows:
(1) The dynamic response data are extracted from the health monitoring system of

cable-stayed bridges, and the original data are cleaned to eliminate useless signals in
the data;

(2) The frequency domain statistical characteristics are extracted from the cleaned data,
and the change rate of modal curvature at the anchor point of the stay cable and the main
beam is calculated as the nonattribute data;

(3) The damage diagnosis model reads the data without attributes. First, the SVC
model identifies the damage location to judge whether there is damage. If there is no
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damage, the direct output result is no damage. If there is damage at the location, the data at
the damage location are further extracted, and the XGBRegressor model is used to calculate
the damage degree.

(4) Output damage location and degree. The use process of the damage diagnosis
model is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Application process of the damage diagnosis model for cable-stayed bridges.

5. Example and Analysis of a Cable-Stayed Bridge
5.1. Overview of the Cable-Stayed Bridge Project

This bridge is a double-tower three-span steel–concrete-composite box girder cable-
stayed bridge with a span of 205 + 420 + 205 = 830 m. The main girder is a single-box
three-chamber large cantilever section, with a width of 33 m and a height of 4 m. The
bridge deck concrete grade is C60, and the elastic modulus is 3.65 × 104 MPa; the steel
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beam material is Q345qD, elastic modulus of 1.95 × 105 MPa; 3 × ϕj 15.24 steel strands
are used for prestressed tendons, elastic modulus of 1.95 × 105 MPa. The main tower is an
inverted Y-shaped tower. The height above the tower base of the cable tower is 150 m. The
main tower concrete is C50 concrete with an elastic modulus of 3.45 × 104 MPa. There are
96 pairs of stay cables in the whole bridge, the standard cable spacing on the main beam is
8 m, the standard cable spacing on the cable tower is 2 m, and the stay cable steel wire is
ϕ7 galvanized steel wire with an elastic modulus of 1.95 × 105 MPa.

5.2. Datum Finite Element Model of a Cable-Stayed Bridge

Elaborate modelling was carried out using Abaqus software, and the main beam,
reinforcement, and stay cable were established by importing the Abaqus sketch. The
stay cable is simulated by the B31 element, the prestressed reinforcement is simulated by
the T3D2 element, the cable tower is simulated by the C3D10 element, the main beam
is simulated by the C3D8R element, the concrete section property of the main beam and
cable tower is solid homogeneous, the section property of the stay cable and prestressed
reinforcement is truss, the prestressed reinforcement adopts built-in interaction in the
model, and the cooling method [20] is used to apply prestress. The stress concentration and
the subdivision grid at the pier. Modal dynamic analysis was adopted as the analysis step.
The benchmark finite element model was established via the model correction method [21].
The finite element model and actual photos are shown in Figure 4.
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5.3. Damage Condition Setting of Cable-Stayed Bridge

The damage was simulated by reducing the elastic modulus of the stay cables. The
number of side span stay cables is A24-A1 from left to right, and the number of midspan
stay cables is B1-B24. Because the damage is visible to the naked eye when there is a large
degree of damage, the damage degree was designed to be 10%, 20%, 30%, 35%, and 40%,
and the number of damages was 1–2. See Table 1 for the design of the damage conditions.

Table 1. Damage condition.

Damage no Damage Location Degree of Damage

1 A9 10%, 20%, 30%, 35%, 40%
2 A8 10%, 20%, 30%, 35%, 40%
3 A9, A8 10%, 20%, 30%, 35%, 40%
4 A9, A3 10%, 20%, 30%, 35%, 40%
5 A9, A7 10%, 20%, 30%, 35%, 40%

When conducting dynamic analysis according to the working conditions in Table 1, the
first two order modal displacements and the first five order frequencies of the anchor points
of the stay cable and the main beam were extracted through the Abaqus postprocessing
interface and data file, respectively, and imported into Excel. The frequency change rate
and modal curvature change rate were obtained by the Pychar simulation platform to
process the data, which are taken as datasets.
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5.4. Damage Diagnosis of Cable-Stayed Bridges Based on Data Mining

The modelling in this paper is implemented in the Python language. The initial
parameters of SVM modelling were C=1, gamma=scale, kernel=rbf, and epsilon=0.1. The
initial parameter values of XGBoost modelling were n_estimators=100, max_depth=5,
min_child_weight=1, and learning_rate=0.1.

When the frequency change rate is used as the damage index, the 1–5th order frequency
change rate of the single-damage condition is used as the input sample. The number of
samples is 10 groups, the number of output samples is the number of actual damage areas,
the number of training sets is 7 groups, and the number of test sets is 3 groups. The
identification results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Frequency index identification results.

Test Set No Expected Output Actual Output

1 1 1
2 2 2
3 1 1

According to the research in Table 2 and the characteristics of the frequency change
rate itself, when using the frequency change rate index for damage diagnosis, only the
damage location can be identified under the single-damage working condition, but the
damage degree cannot be determined, and the damage location and degree cannot be
determined under the multiple-damage working condition.

When using the index of the change rate of modal curvature for damage diagnosis, the
data are divided by the data division function (train_test_split), and the division ratio of the
training set and test set is 4:1. The input vector of the SVM algorithm is shown in Figure 5,
where two colors represent different health states, red for the damaged state and purple
for the uninjured state. The single tree of the XGBoost algorithm uses Equation (3) to fit
parameters in the damage diagnosis process, as shown in Figure 6. The SVM and XGBoost
algorithms are used to learn training samples and establish corresponding models. The
detection results of the model performance are as follows: the accuracy of damage location
is compared through the test set, training set and cross-validation score, and the results
are shown in Figure 7. The mean-square error (MSE) and cross-validation results are used
for damage quantification, and the results are shown in Figure 8. The results of damage
location cross-validation are shown in Figure 9, and the results of damage quantitative
cross-validation are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 7 shows that the scores of the SVM algorithm in the test set and cross-validation
set of damage locations were 0.8 and 0.822 respectively, and the scores of the XGBoost
algorithm in the test set and cross-validation set of damage locations were 0.78 and 0.809
respectively. Therefore, the SVM algorithm has better damage location effects than the
XGBoost algorithm.

Figure 8 shows that the cross-validation scores of the SVM algorithm the second,
fourth, fifth and eighth time were all higher than those of the XGBoost algorithm, and the
10% cross-validation score of the SVM algorithm was more average, and the stability was
better than the XGBoost algorithm.

According to the research in Table 2 and the characteristics of the frequency change
rate itself, when using the frequency change rate index for damage diagnosis, only the
damage location can be identified under the single-damage working condition, but the
damage degree cannot be determined, and the damage location and degree cannot be
determined under the multiple-damage working condition.

When using the index of the change rate of modal curvature for damage diagnosis,
the data are divided by the data division function (train_test_split), and the division ratio
of the training set and test set is 4:1. The input vector of the SVM algorithm is shown in
Figure 5, where two colors represent different health states, red for the damaged state and
purple for the uninjured state. The single tree of the XGBoost algorithm uses Equation (3)
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to fit parameters in the damage diagnosis process, as shown in Figure 6. The SVM and
XGBoost algorithms are used to learn training samples and establish corresponding models.
The detection results of the model performance are as follows: the accuracy of damage
location is compared through the test set, training set and cross-validation score. The
mean-square error (MSE) and cross-validation results are used for damage quantification,
and the damage localization and quantitative identification results are shown in Figure 7.
The results of damage location and cross-validation are shown in Figure 8, and the results
of damage quantitative cross-validation are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows that the mean-square error of the XGBoost algorithm in 10% cross-
validations was significantly lower than that of the SVM algorithm except for the second
cross-validation.

Therefore, the SVM algorithm has advantages in damage location, and the XGBoost
algorithm has more advantages in damage quantification.

5.5. Performance Optimization of the Damage Diagnosis Model for Cable-Stayed Bridges

When using the steps in Section 2.2 for optimization, the value range of model super-
parameters is as follows: the value range of SVC model parameters is gamma=np.linspace
(0.00001,0.3,30), c=np.linspace (0.0001,30,30). The values of the gamma and c parameters of
the SVR model are the same as those of the SVC model, epsilon=np.linspace (0.00001,1,30);
the XGBClassifier model parameter value range is n_estimators=np.arange(50,401,30),
max_depth=np.arange(2,10,1), min_chile_Weight=np.linspace (1,9,30) and learning_rate=
np.linspace(0.05,0.3). The XGBRegenerator model parameter value range is n_estimators=
np.arange(50,401,10), max_depth=np.arange(1,15), min_chile_weigh=np.linspace(1,9,50),
learning_rate=np.linspace(0.05,0.3,50). Among these, np.linspace and np.arange are built-in
functions of the data mining library. Their parameters are np.arange (start, stop, step) and
np linspace(start, stop, num). The superparameter combination is optimized through GSM
and RSM (the number of RS seeds is 15). The optimized parameter combination is shown in
Table 3, the optimization result of the SVM model is shown in Table 4, and the optimization
result of the XGBoost model random search is shown in Table 5.

Table 3. Optimization of parameter combinations.

Algorithm Combination Parameter Combination

SVR-RSM C=2.07, epsilon=0.034, gamma=0.22
SVR-GSM C=1.03, epsilon=0.034, gamma=0.083
SVC-GSM C=7.241455172413793, gamma=0.07242137931034483
SVC-RSM C=6.2069758620689655, gamma=0.08276586206896551

XGBR-RSM n_estimators=100, max_depth=3, min_child_weight=4,
learning_rate=0.07

XGBC-RSM n_estimators=50, max_depth=3, min_child_weight=8.72,
learning_rate=0.22

Table 4. SVM model optimization results.

Algorithm svc svr

optimization method gsm rsm gsm rsm
optimization time 21.43 0.36 265 0.13

performance not optimized 0.822 0.822 0.015 0.015
performance after

optimization 0.860 0.858 0.008 0.011

Table 4 shows that the damage location score of SVM after the GSM optimization
was 0.86, and the mean-square error of the damage degree quantification was 0.008. The
damage location score after the RSM optimization was 0.858, and the mean-square error of
the damage degree quantification was 0.011.
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Table 5. XGBoost model optimization results.

Algorithm XGBClassifier XGBRegressor

optimization time 9.14 8.70
performance not optimized 0.809 0.01

performance after
optimization 0.822 0.006

Table 5 shows that the damage location score after the XGBoost optimization is 0.822,
and the mean-square error of the damage degree quantification is 0.006.

Through comparative analysis of the performance before and after optimization in
Tables 4 and 5, it can be seen that both grid search and random search can optimize the
damage diagnosis model, and the combination of the optimized SVC and XGBRegressor
algorithms to establish a damage diagnosis model for cable-stayed bridge damage diagnosis
has more advantages than a single algorithm. According to the analysis of optimization
time, grid search needs to grid the search area in advance. When the parameters increase,
the grid search optimization time will increase expo-nentially, and RS will take less time
than GS.

5.6. Application of the Model in a Practical Cable-Stayed Bridge

The damage diagnosis model for cable-stayed bridges established in this paper was
used to diagnose the damage of the side span cables of the Bridge under the nondestructive
state according to the process in Section 4.2. The change rate of modal curvature is shown
in Figure 10.

Figure 10 shows that the first-order and second-order curvature change rates calculated
based on the measured data of the cable-stayed bridge have a certain difference from
the values calculated based on the finite element model. The reason may be that the
measurement of the real bridge data has errors. However, considering that the maximum
error is only 1%, this error can be ignored.

The change rate data of modal curvature was inputted into the damage diagnosis
model, and the state results showed that the bridge was undamaged.

It can be concluded that the damage identification results obtained based on this
method are basically consistent with the actual damage to the bridge, which shows that
this method has high accuracy in damage identification.

6. Conclusions

(1) This paper proposes a data mining damage diagnosis method that combines and
optimizes the two algorithms of SVM and XGBoost and completes the establishment of
a damage diagnosis model of cable-stayed bridges. From the identification results of the
model, the model can better diagnose the damage of cable-stayed bridges.

(2) Analysis of the damage diagnosis results of the model shows that the selection of
machine learning algorithms is very important when establishing the damage diagnosis
model for cable-stayed bridges.

(3) The analysis of the results of model optimization shows that the selection of
optimization methods is very important, and the determination of the optimization scheme
should be comprehensively considered from the two aspects of optimization time and results.
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